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Finding one’s
MILITSR
Students, staff walk around labyrinth, sponsored
by SJSpirit, to meditate and relax
By Rickee Hill
DAILY SIAN WRITLR

Photos
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Above, Willow Mahoney takes a monwnt to figure out how many sides a circle has. She
sat in the center ol the labyrinth in the Student Union on Tuesday afternoon.
Right. Rlahoney walks the labyrinth provided by SJSpirit.org.

The Student Union ballroom was used for meditating
rather than ballroom dancing
Tuesday.
Signs read, come in and
"walk/dance the labyrinth."
The SJSpirit is the group is
responsible for the labyrinth,
a pattern walked as a form of
meditation, and are scheduled
return
today.
"I wanted to try the experience . of
walking
the
labyrinth," said
graphic
design major Jesse Gaskin. "I
knew there was one in England, but I didn’t want to fly
all the way (there), so I
thought I would come here."
With a 36-foot diameter,
the labyrinth was originally
designed to "help the walker
move out of the distractions of
daily life and into spiritual
depths," according to literature
available at the meditation
meeting.
"I have done every other
type of meditation," Gaskin
said. "I heard of the labyrinth
in
a
meditation
book."
Gaskin said he planned to
return today for his first
attempt walking the labyrinth.
The history of the labyrinth
is described on SJSpirit’s Web
site, www.sjspirit.org, as "an
ancient spiritual and mystical
tool, which is returning to use
during a time when people are
seeking to find their way, connect with the earth, and touch
the sacred."
Each person defines the
experience individually, said
Chaplin Roger Wharton of
S.JSpirit.

Tuesday, some professors
brought their classes to the
ballroom to witness the
labyrinth.
"There was probably about
150 people here," Wharton
Raid.
Professors teaching the
course Recreation 10: Creating
a Meaningful Life are the professors that most frequently
bring their classes to visit the
labyrinth, Wharton said.
Each professor explains
what the labyrinth represents
to his or her class, Miarton
said, and then he describes
how the labyrinth works.
"Pay close attention to your
feet and watch where you
walk," Wharton said. "This
keeps the left side of your brain
active and allows the right
side, the creative side, to
process the data that is in the
left side."
There is only one entrance
and one exit to the labyrinth

and only one path to follow,
according to literature available in the ballroom.
It seems like you are just
getting somewhere, then the
labyrinth will turn and send
you in a new direction. Wharton said.
Deborah Calantropio, a
junior psychology major, said
her father taught her about
meditation.
Calantropio said she regularly
meditates and that she has
tried the labyrinth once before.
"It is a lot of fun," she said.
"It’s not boring. It’s a lot of selfreflection."
William Sandell, a graduate
student in the teaching credential for a foreign language
(French), said that he might try
the
labyrinth.
"I probably should," he said.
"I’m so stressed out."
You don’t have to focus
See
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Dorm resident victim of armed robbery
RiCkt’l’ 11111
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Late last week the University
Police Department was called to
the scene of an armed robbery in
Moulder Hall.
The victim told UPD that the
armed suspect entered the dorm
room and spoke briefly before

revealing a small silver handgun
from his pocket.
The suspect instructed the
Moulder Hall resident to place a
laptop computer into a gray-colored bag.
The suspect then fled the
scene with the bag and the computer.
The victim also told UPD that

the suspect demanded the victim’s cell phone but returned it
prior to fleeing the scene.
According to UPD reports, the
suspect was seen loitering in the
halls and students later mentioned to police that the suspect
seemed "out of place."
The victim’s identity remains
anonymous at this time for safety

and investigative reasons, said
Lt. Bruce Lowe of the UPD.
The suspect is known as "Stevie" and is described as a 5-foot-8inch white or Hispanic male.
He weighs about 190 pounds
and is 20 years old, according to
reports.
He has green eyes and brown
hair "shaved on the sides and

Residents invited to PJ party
By Amber Sheldon
DAILY STAFF WM TLR

The Spartan Bookstore and the
dining commons plan to host "Jam
in Jammies" today from 5 p.m. to 7
p.m. in the Spartan Bookstore.
The "Jam in.Jammies" party is
for dorm residents only, said
Charles Black, manager of the residential hall dining commons.
"We’re really looking for partici-

pation. We’re hoping to keep them
over there for a little while and give
them something to talk about after
the event," Black said. "Like who
has the coolest pajamas."
Spartan Bookstore director,
Court Warren, said he couldn’t take
credit for coming up with the original concept for inviting students to
wear mitt mas.
"I know it’s done at other campus bookstores across the country

slicked down on top," UPD
reports stated.
The suspect was last seen
wearing a black leather jacket,
dark red sweater and tan pants.
He has not been apprehended.
Moulder Hall is one of six brick
residence halls on San Jose State
University’s campus.
Residents are given a set of

keys upon check-in as well as a
copy of the community living
handbook.
All residents are required to
read the handbook and are
responsible for knowing and following the rules listed in the
book, said Diana Tran. interim
See
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Stretch with me . . .

and we talk to each other when we
go to conferences. In general, in our
industry we share successful practices and successful programs,"
Warren said.
Warren said this is the first
event of its kind that he is aware of
on this campus.
Fliers circulating around the
dining commons and residential
See
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Aviation not grounded after Sept. 11
Dra) Miller
STAFT

Although the Sept. 11 attacks
left long-lasting effects on the
entire nation, the aviation department at San Jose State University
has felt little change, according to
aviation assistant Professor Scott
Yel ich.
"I guess you can say we have
been off the hook as far the aftermath of 9/11," Yelich said.

SJSU’s aviation department,
like most other university programs, does not offer actual flying
lessons, he said, therefore the possibility that would-be terrorists
would seek instruction at the
school are very slim.
There is a flight club at ReidIlillview Aimort for anyone associated with SJSU, Yelich said.
The goal of the club is to teach
people to fly.
Yelich said federal officials paid

a visit to the school in the aftermath of the attacks, looking to
inspect flight simulator logs.
The aviation department houses
four flight simulators, which Yelich
said are far more baaic than the
simulators the hijackers were able
to practice on while attending flight
school.
"These are more generic, with a
fixed platform," Yelich said. "They
do not simulate the specific model."
see
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Eleanor Rodriguez, left, Angela Lindsay, center and Ashley Cluk, right, stretch out during
Lovetta Epperson’s Jazz II class.
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Should the SAT be eliminated as a college entrance requirement?

Stop the debate about tests:
school is about learning, not some
multiple-choice exam

The SAT is a way to sort the best and
the brightest in the survival-of-thefittest world of education

as long as I can remember, the SAT has been a big deal for high school students. Students stress
an increasingly complex technologically demanding world, there has been a premium set on posF,r
and spend time studying for these things. These tests are blown way out of proportion and need to Insessing the capacity to understand, manipulate and interpret information. It is necessary to ensure
go. Many colleges weigh the tests heavily when considering whether they should
that our future workforce is prepared to accept these mounting responsibilities.
accept a student’s application.
To ensure these requirements are
Students can work hard for four years in
met, we need the SAT exams.
high school, be outstanding students and
have a great grade point average, but if
We need them
ANDREW
they screw up on the SAT they could blow
to stand guard,
their chances of getting into the college
BOLLINGER
to be the protecthey have been dreaming of attending
tors of collegiate excelsince they were little.
lence.
Because certain scores are
We need them to assure us that
required to get into many schools,
only the best of the best
a student’s success in class does
are allowed to
not count for as much as it
the
grace
should for some colleges. The test could make all the hard work the
hallowed halls of American academia.
student did in class seem worthless if they don’t get a high enough
We need them to keep us humble.
score to get into a particular college..
Since the first exam was administered on
Maybe it’s just me, but shouldn’t four years of high school
June 23, 1926, the SAT has been an American tradition.
count more than one 4-hour test? To put all of that pressure on
I don’t think now is the time to abandon that ritual.
a 17- or 18-year-old isn’t fair to the student. I graduated high
Taking the SAT exam is a high school senior’s rite of passage, a venue
school 6 years ago, and I don’t think that I would handle that
in which the future of this great nation showcases its scholastic reperkind of pressure even now.
toire.
Some people myself included are terrible test takShould we take this right away from them?
ers. No matter how much I study I rarely do great on a test.
Should we deny these aspiring doctors, lawyers, educators, future governI can study for hours, and stress all I want which I usument leaders and scholars the opportunity to match their skills with their
ally do but when it comes test time, my mind goes
peers?
blank and I end up sitting there wondering what the
They need some venue to validate the four years they spent with their heads
heck I am going to do.
buried in an Algebra book trying to understand
Sometimes I’ll sit for
and demonstrate the Pythagorean Theorem
half the test stressing
The pride that sweeps across an applicant’s face
and starring at the wall
when he or she finds out that they have scored a
or ceiling trying to
900 or 1,200 is unmatched and should not be
remember the answers I
banished.
SAT
read just before class. At
What many of those who are opposed
that point the professor
to the SAT fail to realize is that
to look my way probably
Richard Atkinson, president of the
IF starts
thinking I am cheating because my
University of California system, has only
eyes are all over the place, which isn’t
proposed to cease utilizing the SAT I
the case. Every now and then a few answers
exam, not the seldom-mentioned SAT II.
will come to me during this time, but most of the time
The SAT I exam offers a heavy concentrathey don’t. Even when I feel I did good on a test, I usually find
tion in Algebra, Geometry and vocabulary
out I didn’t when I get my test back the following class
skills.
meeting.
The SAT II exams test an individual’s
There are currently two SAT tests: the SAT I,
knowledge of more specific subjects. Many
and the SAT II. The SAT I, which measures
believe that the SAT II is a more accurate
math and verbal reasoning skills, has been
assessment of a student’s accumulated
widely discredited by faculty members at a
knowledge.
number of universities, including UC BerkeSo if the SAT I exam were to fall by the
ley, according to an article in the Associated
wayside, potential college freshmen
Press.
would still have to contend with some
The test attempts to measure the ability
FUSS
form of the college board exam.
students have to learn and understand. There
so I.
."
Some argue that SAT scores are not a
have also been accusations that the tests are
valid predictor of a student’s future
unfair to students because of the difficult way the
grade point average. But a student’s
....s
...
".
questions are worded, the reporter said.
GPA is not the sole criterion a college
.
..... "’ 000.
Everyone learns at his or her own pace. If you
uses when selecting potential students.
,.
.....
can adjust to college-level classes and meet deadlines, then there should be no fuss
Other factors such as classes taken, extra curricular activities,
....
%,,
about some test. If the test is worded funny, that’s also a good reason to make a
class rank, essays, letters of recommendation and the applicant’s
change.
personality - are given just as much weight as SAT scores.
As far as the SAT II goes, it is subject specific, meaning there are individual sections
Do we really want to revert back to the days when the most
covering math, English, etc.
important factor determining applicants’ entrance into the school
w
They are considered more reliable than the SAT I from what I have read. If that’s the
of their choice was who they knew, or if they were a legacy or not?
case, why is there an SAT I?
Many opponents of the SAT exams will try to sway us into
I say to hell with the SAT, and any other test of its kind. Just get rid of them all.
believing that only the wealthy and advantaged have a chance to
Not only will that make everything a lot easier for students, but it will also stop the debatdo well on the SAT’s because they can afford to take prep courses.
ing about the exam. Not only do you have to pay for taking the test, but to me it says, "You
The cost of these courses can range from $600 to $1,000.
got good grades so what? Maybe you cheated. Maybe you’re not as smart as your grades
Sure, the average parent can’t afford to place their son or daughsay. Take this test and we’ll see what the truth really is.
ter in an SAT workshop.
And to me, that’s an insult.
Naysayers want you to think that these special workshops can
If high school students want to go straight to a four-year college, I say let them go. They don’t
increase an applicant’s score by up to 100 points.
need some stupid test to prove they are smart enough to go. As long as they have the required
In an article published in the San Diego Union-Tribune, Michael
2oo2
classes and grades, it should be the decision of the students and their parents
Warder,
If a student meets all the requirements, and chooses a university, that student will find out if he
vice president of The Claremont Institute, said these courses only improve
or she can handle university classes. If they can’t, they’ll have to transfer to a junior college. Big deal.
scores by about 20 points.
That just means they were weeded out by the system, and learned they weren’t ready for a big-time
As far as I’m concerned, we don’t need to get rid of the SAT exam, our kids need to be better
school. That’s what school is about
learning. They’ll get over it.
prepared for it.

TAKING THE
EXAM IS A
HIGH SCHOOL
SENIOR’S RITE-1:5F
PASSAGE, A VENUE
IN WHICH THE
FUTURE OF THIS
GREAT NATION
SHOWCASES ITS
SCHOLASTIC
REPERTOIRE.

EVERYONE
LEARNS AT HIS OR
HER OWN PACE.
YOU CAN ADJUST
TO COLLEGELEVEL CLASSES
AND MEET DEADLINES, THEN
THERE SHOULD BE
NO
ABOUT
SOME TEST.

1:::........................

Illuctration hs Dawn Bocack

Andrew Ballinger is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

Alvin Morgan is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

TALKING HEADS: Should the SAT

1 think it’s (the SAT) good
because it’s an overall test of
everything you learn in class.
So if you screw up in class, you
can make up for it.- Mohammad Ali
sophomore
computer engineering

’They should be thrown
out. Some people can be really good at test-taking but their
grades are not so great, but
some students can be 4.0 students and bad test takers.-- Connie Lee
sophomore
business marketing

1 would replace it with the SAT
II. Because whether you get into
college shouldn’t be based on
just math and English. It should
be based on a bunch of things."

equirement be eliminated?

"Yeah, they should be
thrown out, because they don’t
really measure how smart you
are. They are a bunch of meaningless questions."
Russ Corrie
Basil Morrar
high school sophomore
senior
computer engineering
San Leandro High School
compiled by Dray Miller / photos by Christy Kinskey

r.

"Yeah, it would be good
because colleges need to evaluate students based on their personalities and extra-curricular
activities and their grades, not
just some multiple choice exam."
Ana Stagnaro
senior
English

"Not really. There are definitely some issues, such as rich
people can fake courses for
the SAT But it ultimately
depends on how the school
looks at it."
Greg Kashiwa
sophomore
chemical engineering
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Growing older by the minute
It’s inevitable. Someday, at the
moment we least expect it, the
people of our generation will
come to one horrible realization:
we’ve become our parents.
Or our grandparents.
Or our great-grandparents.
It starts small, reminiscing
about the past.
We’ve all heard the story:
When I was in school ...
There were no fancy school
busses or cars.
We had to walk 20 miles to
school.
We even walked when it
snowed.
And we didn’t have shoes
either.
Uh-huh.
We bring those from other generations into our time ’deicing and
screaming.
Our grandparents don’t know
how to use computers ... let alone
turn them on.
They can’t even hook up a VCR
to their television.
’
What do they do? They call us.
"Here, Grandma. I plugged the
two wires in for you so itll work
now ..."
Remote controls are hard
enough to figure out.
We joke about it now, but someday well be in their shoes.
Someday well be the ones who

don’t know how to work the
newest technological wonder gadget.
"Son, can you come over
please? I can’t get the self-automated laundry washer/dryer to
start."
"Uh, honey? How do you get
the touch-screen television to
work?"
"You touch the screen, Mom."
"I tried that."
"No, you didn’t."
"Yes, I did. Now will you come
in here and change the channel
please?"
Kicking and screaming. That’s
how we’ll be pulled into the next
generation.
And there will be a whole new
generation of kids/college students rolling their eyes at us as
they whiz by on their solar-powered, rechargeable, clean-burning
autopiloted transports while we
putter along in our stone-aged,

mure niionnation, contact Tiffany at 924-8562

gas -guzzling, people-dependent
sports utility vehicles.
Maybe they’ll even laugh when
they see that our faces are
scrunched close to the windshield
because we can’t see anymore.
But when we finally take the
plunge into senility, itll be different...
Our stories won’t be so pathetic sounding.
"When I was in school ...
"We didn’t have these fancy ear
implant phones, no sir.
"In my day we had things
called cell phones and pagers.
"None of this ’wired to a satellite forever,’ crap.
"If we didn’t want to talk to
someone, we turned the phone oft’.
"And if I didn’t want to talk to
Uncle Bob, I turned off the phone
and I didn’t have to.
"Ah yes, those were the days.
"When the cars didn’t drive
themselves and there was a beautiful thing called road rage.
"People would circle the
garages for hours trying to find a
parking spot..."
"People still do that."
Well, at least some things don’t
change.
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Associated Students

Our mission is to represent the students of SJSU and continually improve the quality of their educational experiences
Services that we provide:
Computer Services Center
Child Development Center
Student Organizational Funding
Scholarships
Campus Recreation
General Services Center
(Pay: PG&E, phone bills, stamps,
check cashing, etc.)
Free Legal Counseling
Government (Student Representation)
Print Shop
Special Events
Transportation Solutions

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.

4-6976
4-6988
4-6254
4-6240
4-6218
4-6200

Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.
Ext.

4-6200
4-6244
4-6291
4-6262
4 -RIDE

Executives:
President - Maribel Martinez
Vice President - Erik Grotz
Controller - Julie Perreira-Rieken

Ext. 4-6244
Ext. 4-6257
Ext. 4-6254

If any student has any issues, concerns, comments, and/or suggestions, please call the Associated Students House and you will be connected with
the proper executive or board member to assist you with your personal needs.

There are 1_3 voting board member positions that deal with various issues and student concerns
THANK YOU FOR LETTING US SERVE YOU"
YOUR VOICE MATTERS"
Dates to remember:
1 30 - 2:30, Thu. 2/14 0 4:00 - 5 00
Elections: Candidate Meetings - Wed. 2/6
For more information please call 924-5955
The Finance Committee Meets:
Wed. Feb. 6
A.S. House
@ 3:00
A.S. House
Wed. Feb. 20
@ 3:00
A.S. House
Wed. Mar. 6
3:00
0 3:00
A.S. House
Wed. Mar. 20
The Regular Board Meets:
03:00
Wed. Feb. 13
Student Council Chambers (Student Union)
Wed. Feb. 27
03:00
A.S. House
03:00
Wed. Mar. 13
A.S. House
0 3:00
Wed. Mar 27
A.S. House

EVERY STUDENT IS ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND!!!
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AVIATION: Students not taught to fly

So haiipy tog,ether . . .

continued from Page I
Students mainly use the simulators to cover crew coordination for either a one- or two-person cockpit, and also learn about
landing procedure, something
the hijackers never bothered to
cover, he said.
"Everybody’s been checked
thoroughly," Yelich said. "We’ve
been scrutinized, but they came
in and said ’you are not who we
are looking for."’
Federal officials were more
interested in individuals who
had been in real flight training,
he said.
The terrorists needed to learn
how to cruise and point, and they
needed familiarity with large
transport airliners training
that is not offered at SJSU, Yelich
said.
"What they were looking for
was a missile
a human missile," he said.
While graduates of the school
have gone on to become pilots,
including Jason Dahl, the pilot of
United Airlines Flight 93, which
crashed in rural Pennsylvania on

Sept. 11, the aviation program at
SJSU covers a more broad spectrum of the industry, Yelich said.
"Anything in aviation and
aerospace," he said.
Students receive training in
areas of technical and administrative education, as well as business and operations in the airline industry
Graduates can move on to be
dispatchers, flight planners, air
traffic controllers and airport
managers, among other positions.
One change made in the
department’s curriculum was the
addition of Aviation 98, an aviation safety course, said student
Wayne Wong.
"It covers all the regulations,
rules, safety," he said. ’Too much
reading."
The attacks did little to deter
enthusiasm toward flying among
some of those who hope to
become pilots.
When asked if his desire to
become a pilot was affected by
the events of Sept. 11, James
Duenas said it wasn’t.
"I still just want to fly."

Police say they are closing
in on reporter’s kidnappers
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Sunny skies and warm weather bring twins Sabrina Nava, left,
and Natalia, together as they escort their mother, Crystal Nava, to
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class. Crystal and her husband Edgar walked with their 1 1/2 yearold daughters to Crystal’s Sociology class Monday afternoon.

ROBBERY: some students said they don’t feel less safe after the robbery
continued from rage

I

community relations coordinator.
A signed document holds students liable for the rules.
The safety and security section
of the 2001-2002 handbook,
which begins on page 10, expl ins
the limitation to public acct
to
non-residence.
"The exterior doors of all the
halls are locked 24-hours a day.
-; Visitors may contact a resident
2’ by calling from the house phone
that is located near the main/rear
: entrances of every hrill or
the
through that front offit,
book said.
It also says visitors ant only
permitted to enter a building
with the escort of the host.
"Don’t let people in that you
don’t recognize," Tran said. "Call
a staff member to assist the person to get in."
Computer engineering student Rowell Terciano, said he
wasn’t worried about the crime
rate in San Jose before moving
from Vallejo, but now he said he
might begin to question it.
"I saw the notices up around
’ the dorm saying to help prevent

thefts to lock doors and not let
people in," Terciano said. "I will
be sure to lock the doors."
Tran said the Inter Resident
Hall Association has a meeting
set this week and plans to discuss
the incident. According to Tran, a
safety program is currently in the
works by Moulder Hall’s Resident
Director Debra Griffith.
Griffith said she doesn’t feel
less safe after Thursday evening’s
armed robbery.
"It is something that we deal
with," she said. "I don’t know if
we’re safe anywhere."
Tran used the analogy of the
dorm being just like a student’s
.twn home. She said that if someone knocks on a student’s door at
. cie and claims to be a friend of
t ,t) family, that the student
should still question it.
"Would you let someone in
3 our house?" Tran asked. "No, you
would close the door and ask
first."
Staff members know the policy, but now the university is trying to impress the importance
upon students, Tran said.
Residents should always be
aware of those people walking the
halls of their dorm, Tran said.

Three children die in fire
despite rescue atterript

;

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Three
children died in a fire Tuesday
despite rescue efforts by members
of a television crew that had been
filming nearby and rushed in with
buckets and garden hoses.
The bodies of the 4-year-old girl
and boys ages 3 and 5 were found
in a first-floor bedroom. They
apparently started the blaze by
playing with two cigarette lighters,
Fire Department spokesman Bob
Collis said.
Members of the crew for "The
Guardian," as well as fire inspectors required to be at all filming
locations, rushed two blocks to the
house and tried to battle the
flames with a bucket brigade, but
were forced back by the heat, said
Fire Department Capt. Greg King.
"Flames were coming out of the
front window," said Vahan
Moosekian, co-executive producer
of ’The Guardian."
"I heard someone say there are
three people inside. I ran inside
the house but the house is cut up
into apartments, so where there
would have been a door, there was

only a wall. I started shouting for
people to get out," Moosekian said.
There were no smoke detectors
in the house just west of downtown
Los Angeles, said Fire Department
Battalion Chief Robert Franco. He
said three adults were treated for
smoke inhalation, and one of them
also had minor burns.
’The Guardian," which debuted
last fall, stars Simon Baker as
troubled attorney Nick Fallin and
Dabney Coleman as his father.
Neither Baker nor Coleman were
involved in the scene being filmed
in the neighborhood.
On the show, Fallin is a reluctant
advocate for youngsters who have
suffered abuse or other hardships.
Less than an hour after the fire
was doused, the show’s prop manager had collected blankets,
wardrobe had rounded up clothing
and the food services crew had
gathered food for the families,
Moosekian said. A driver took
some relatives to a nearby church
and "the whole crew started passing around a bucket. Everybody
was throwing money in."

This incident is said to be the
result of another resident allowing the suspect into the building,
Tran said.
"Resident advisers make
rounds to make sure doors are
locked," Tran said.
Tran said that the chances of
someone getting into a building
from a door propped open, are
slim. This incident isn’t being
considered a case of breaking and
entering at this time, she said.
Some campus residents said
they are concerned and plan to
pay closer attention.
"I haven’t had any problems
here. I’ve been pretty comfortable," said Jensen Wong, a Moulder Hall resident. "’This scares me
a little. I will check doors to see if
they are locked, and windows too."
Wong lives on the first floor
and said he is concerned that it is
easier to get in from there.
He recently moved into the
dorms from San Francisco and said
he has let unfamiliar faces into his
dorm before, just assuming that
they were there to visit friends.
"If I’ve seen them before in the
hall then I will let them in," Wong
said.
Lt. Bruce Lowe from the UPD

said he has advice for SJSU students.
"If you see anything suspicious, avoid the area and call
UPD," he said.
Lock your doors and never
prop them open.
"Especially in the residence
halls, students should know their
neighbors and watch the floors
they live on. If you see anything
suspicious, call UPD, your RA
(resident adviser) or RD (residence director)," he said.
Lowe said that if a student
should encounter a situation similar to Thursday’s robbery and a
weapon is produced to remember
that, "Nothing in this world is
worth losing your life."
If students feel their life is in
danger, Lowe said to do "anything
you are capable of to protect yourself"
With almost 30,000 pairs of
eyes out there, Lowe said that
student observations could help
UPD piece together the puzzle
and eventually apprehend the
assailant.
If a resident sees any suspicious activity contact the UPD at
408-924-2222 or call Crime Stoppers at 408-947-STOP.

KARACHI, Pakistan (AI’) Authorities know the identity of
reporter Daniel Pearl’s kidnappers
and are ’very close to resolving the
case," a top police official said
Tuesday. Sources said three men
had been arrested for sending last
week’s e-mails that contained photographs of Pearl.
Mukhtar Ahmed Sheikh, in
charge of police here in Sindh
province, refused to say who was
behind the kidnapping. Pearl, 38,
was last seen Jan. 23 on his way to
meet a Muslim fundamentalist
contact at a Karachi restaurant.
However, a U.S. State Department official said Tuesday that
Palcistani police are looking for
Sheik Omar Saeed in connection
with the kidnapping. Saeed was
one of three men freed by India on
Dec. 31, 1999 to end a hijacking of
an Indian Airlines flight to Kandahar, Afghanistan. Authorities said
the hijackers were acting in support of militants in Kashmir - Indian territory disputed by Pakistan.
The Washington official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said
that Pearl was supposed to be
meeting with Saeed at the time of
his kidnapping.
"The fact is we know who has
done it," Sheikh told The Associated Press. He said officials are
drawing nearer to resolving the
kidnapping.
"There are questions which, if I
answer, could affect the case." he
added. "But it is enough to say that
we might conclude the whole thing
very soon, sooner than you think."
Sheikh said he believed Pearl
was still alive, adding, "there are
so many things I cannot talk
about."
Although Sheikh gave no details
of any progress, other sources close
to the investigation said Karachi
police have arrested three men identified only as Suleiman, Fawad
and Adeel - believed to have sent
two e-mails that included pictures
of Pearl.
Those e-mails, sent last week,
are believed to be the only genuine
communications from the kidnappers. The sources spoke on condi-

tion of anonymity.
In the capital, Islamabad, U.S.
Deputy Treasury Secretary Kenneth Dam told reporters Pakistan
was conducting a "vigorous" investigation into the Jan. 23 kidnapping, which threatens to cloud
President Pervez Musharrars visit
to Washington next week.
Sheikh said Pakistani investigators aided, by the FBI, have been
working around the clock to break
the case.
He said the kidnapping had
"compromised our entire efforts" to
attract international investors and
clean up Pakistan’s image as a
dangerous country.
Pearl, the Journal’s South Asian
correspondent, had been seeking
an interview with a Muslim cleric,
Sheik Mubarak Ali Shah Gilani.
Gilani has been arrested but
claims no knowledge of the kidnapping.
Although investigators have not
ruled out criminal gangs, their suspicion has focused on the Islamic
extremist Harkat ul-Mujahedeen,
or Movement of Holy War, and
Jaish-e-Mohammed, or Army of
Muhammad. Both have been
declared terrorist organizations by
the United States and banned by
the Pakistani government.
One of the key suspects is a
Harkat ul-Mujahedeen member
known as Arif Police have identified him as Mohammed Hashim
Qadeer He is believed to have been
one of Pearl’s contacts.
Before leaving for the restaurant, Pearl met with Jameel
Yousuf, head of a citizens-police
liaison committee formed years
ago to combat kidnappings. Yousuf
said that during the meeting, Pearl
received two mobile telephone
calls from a contact whom he knew
as Imtiaz Siddique.
According to Yousuf, Pearl
agreed to meet Siddique, which
may be an alias, at the Village
Restaurant, a popular spot favored
by foreigners.
Restaurant manager Sayed Shah
Selman told The Associated Press
that no one recalled seeing Pearl
inside the restaurant that night.

SJSU Needs You!

europeoN A budget
FREE SEMINAR

Learn everything you need to know about
traveling to Europe on a budget.

Enter to win a trip to Europe
(Prizes at each show)
*

*
Where:

When:
Time:
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trave
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SJSU Student Union
Guadalupe Room
Wed. - Feb 13th
12:15p - 1:45p
SJSU Event Center Rm 1014
290 South 7th Street

www.counciltravel com

Run for
Associated Students Government!
How ?
Step t:
Pich up a candidate application packet currently available in the Associated
Students Government Office
(A.S. House located in front of Duncan Hall, and floor.)
Step 2:
Attend one MANDATORY Candidate Orientation session: Tuesday, 2/5
5:3o -6:5o pm in Pacifica Room OR Wednesday, 2/6 @t:3o - 2:3o pm in
Pacifica Room OR Thursday, 2,/f4 4:oo-yoo pm in Council Chambers.
Step 3:
Turn in a Candidate Application to the Student Life Center, Old Cafeteria
Building, no later than yoo pm on Friday, February tN, 2002.

408-293-9996
1-800-2COUNCIL

encouraged! Foe more information,
Attending an A.S. Bord of Dire:to-s "!eeting ’;
Please call (408)3241955.
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PAJAMAS: Event slated to start at 5 p.m. at Spartan Bookstore
continued from Page I
halls advertise free food, free Valentine’s Day photos, music and prizes.
"We’ve hired a deejay to setup.
He’s going to play dance music,"
Warren said.
Steve O’Neil, associate director
and retail operations manager for
the bookstore, said students could
enter to win prizes.
"There will be giveaways while
people are here," O’Neil said. "The
grand prize will probably be a
brand new DVD player."
Sophomore environmental studies student Chris Herbert said he
probably will go for the photos, the
music and the food.
"I won’t wear pajamas because
it’s wintertime still so it’s going to
be cold. It should be in the spring
when it’s hot at nighttime," Herbert
said.
Black said he expects between
150 and 200 people to attend.

"We’ve had the flier out since we
received it from the bookstore. Now,
it’s all on the individuals on
whether they want to show up,"
Black said.
Warren said all of the residents
are invited.
"I’ve done this before on other
campuses and it generally starts
out slow at 5 p.m. and when word
spreads back to the resident halls
by 6 p.m., you can have a full
house," Warren said. "Word will
travel fast."
The flier advertises a 20 percent
discount on entire purchases as
well.
Bookstore employee Jessica
Spear said she probably would not
wear her pajamas because she will
be coming straight from class.
"It will be fun. 20 percent off,"
Spear said.
O’Neil said employees are
encouraged to do as they feel comfortable.

Warren said the idea is for everybody to have fun.
"It’s a fun evening for employees
and customers alike," Warren said.
Black said the pajama concept
sounds like fun.
"I might show up in jammies," he
said.
Black said the dining commons
will be providing appetizers and
other food for the function.
"We’re going to have some water
and other beverages to help quench
the thirst."
Warren said he would love for
the event to be a success and that
the bookstore tries to repeat all its
successes.
Black said with an event like
this, he have no idea how it will
turn out.
"We’ll see what happens at this
event and maybe it will springboard off into something else,"
Black said.

Hard day’s work . . .

LABYRINTIE Scheduled to be in Student Union ballroom
continued from Page 1

(time for) relaxation," he said.
The labyrinth represents something different for every person of
every faith, Wharton said, and
just as in the journey of life, there
is no right way or wrong way to
walk the labyrinth.
The First Unitarian Church of
San Jose is located at 160 North

toward religion, but during the
labyrinth is a good time to do so,
Calantropio said. He said he felt it
is more about self-reflection.
Calantropio said it is hard when
you are rushing around all day.
"You can’t really squeeze in

First Street.
For more information on the
lunch-hour labyrinth walk call
408-292-3858.
To reach SJSpirit, to and learn
more about and the programs
offered, visit www.sjspiritorg or
call Chaplain Wharton at 408605- 1687.

Lab says bullet from Columbine victim’s
backpack came from teen-age gunman
DENVER (AP) - A bullet found
in the backpack of a student slain
in the 1999 Columbine massacre
was fired by one of the teen-age
gunmen, according to test results
released Tuesday.
The student’s mother asked for
the new testing after the parents of
another slain Columbine High
School student alleged their son
had been shot by a Denver police
sergeant rather than one of the
gunmen.
The Colorado Bureau of Investigation concluded the bullet lodged
in a notebook in Corey DePooter’s
bag came from a 9 mm rifle fired by
Eric Harris.
Using the markings left on the
bullet as it spun out of the gun ha r-

rel, investigators ruled out the possibility that the bullet was fired
from the gun of fellow shooter
Dylan Klebold or one of the 12 guns
used by authorities.
DePooter, 17, was one of 13 people shot by the gunmen in the April
20, 1999 shooting. Harris and Klebold then killed themselves.
Earlier ballistics tests had determined that two slugs found in
DePooter’s chest came from Harris’
rifle. The backpack bullet was not
discovered until August 1999, when
DePooter’s family asked for his
belongings, Jefferson County sheriff’s spokesman Jim Shires said.
In initial tests soon after the discovery. the bullet wa, tested

against only four law enforcement
weapons because of what Shires
called an oversight.
The student gunmen’s weapons
were not included in the original
tests because investigators were
trying to determine whether
authorities had fired the bullet into
the backpack, Shires said.
Also Tuesday, relatives of eight
students killed or wounded in the
shootings filed notices of intent to
appeal the dismissal of lawsuits
that claimed authorities and school
officials could have done more to
prevent the attack.
U.S. District Judge Lewis Bah
cock dismissed the lawsuits in
November.
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Construction workers Jesus Jasso, Marco Lozano, Jeff Seager, and Macrino Lopez
walk down the covered walkway on San Fernando and 4th street after getting off work on
the Nlartin Luther King Jr. Joint Library.

John Walker Lindh indicted, accused of conspiring to kill Americans in Afghanistan
ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP) - A
federal grand jury indicted John
Walker Lindh on 10 charges
Tuesday, alleging he was trained
by Osama bin Laden’s network
and then conspired with the Taliban to kill Americans.
Lindh’s lawyers, nonetheless,
pleaded for his release until trial,
and said "highly coercive" prison
conditions forced him to waive his
right to remain silent - and confess his activities as a Taliban soldier to the FBI in Afghanistan.
With his arraignment scheduled for Monday, the indictment
accused Lindh of conspiring to
provide support to terrorist organizations, including al-Qaida,
to
services
supplyi ng
Afghanistan’s former Taliban
rulers and possessing weapons
during violent crimes. Lindh
faces a maximum sentence of life
in prison if convicted.
"John Walker Lindh chose to
train with al-Qaida, chose to fight
with the Taliban, chose to be led
by Osama bin Laden," said Attorney General John Ashcroft. ’The
reasons for his choices may never
be fully known to us, but the fact
of these choices is clear.
"Americans who love their
country do not dedicate themselves to killing Americans,"
Ashcroft told a Justice Department news conference called to
announce the charges.
The indictment supersedes a
criminal complaint that was
based on statements Lindh made
to the FBI in Afghanistan in
December.
The indictment said that in
May or June last year, Lindh
agreed to attend an al-Qaida
training camp "knowing that
America and its citizens were the
enemies of bin Laden and alQaida and that a principal purpose of al-Qaida was to fight and
kill Americans."
After the Sept. 11 attacks, the
indictment said, Lindh remained
with his fighting group "despite
having been told that bin Laden
had ordered the attacks, that
additional terrorist attacks were
planned and that additional alQaida personnel were being sent
from training camps to the front
lines to protect bin Laden and
defend against an anticipated
military response from the United States."
Ashcroft sought to address

charges by Lindh’s lawyers that
his confessions were improperly
obtained, and that his civil rights
had been violated.
"At each step in this process,"
he said, "Walker Lindh’s rights,
including his rights not to incriminate himself and to be represented by counsel, have been carefully, scrupulously honored."
Asked if the government considered asking the grand jury to
charge Lindh with treason, U.S.
Attorney Paul J. McNulty said,
"As far as other charges, we have
the opportunity or right to have a
superseding indictment if the evidence justifies that."
Earlier Tuesday, lawyers for
Lindh asked that he be released
pending trial, contending there
was no evidence of criminal
wrongdoing and no danger that
he would flee. A hearing is set for
Wednesday on the government’s
bid to continue holding Lindh ’
without bond.
"There are no allegations and
no evidence that he ever so much
as fired a shot, even at (U.S.backed ) northern alliance soldiers," Lindh’s defense team said
in a written motion.
The filing also contended that
the government’s charges, based
on an FBI affidavit, are so weak
that they are "insufficient to
establish probable cause for the
crimes charged." In addition to
contending Lindh was no risk to
flee, the lawyers also said he had
no history of violent or dangerous
conduct.
McNulty said the government
would answer the charges by
Lindh’s lawyers at Wednesday’s
hearing. But he noted that the
indictment includes a charge that
under federal law carries "a presumption that a person would be
detained" until trial.
The lawyers asked that Lindh
be permitted to stay with his
father, Frank, and said he would
be willing to use electronic monitoring devices to track his movements. The hearing was to be
held before U.S. Magistrate W.
Curtis Sewell.
Lindh was apprehended by
U.S. authorities and northern
alliance allies in Afghanistan in
early December after a prison
uprising, during which a CIA
agent was killed. The 20-year-old
was brought back to the United
States by military aircraft on

Jan. 23 and appeared in court the
following day, with his parents
looking on.
In the court papers filed Tuesday, the defense team portrayed
Lindh as a man who never
attempted to harm any civilian
and cont,nded there wa, ’rot eyt

dence that Mr. Lindh made any
attempt to engage in combat with
United States military forces.’
The lawyers said that the
entire case against Lindh was
based on an FBI interview Dec. 910 in Afghanistan without a
lawyer pre<erd and atvued

was ’insufficient to establish
probable cause for the crimes
charged."
Ashcroft has said that Lindh
signed a paper waiving his right
to an attorney during the FBI
interview, but the defense said
Lindh alzreed to do ,0 tinder

’highly coercive conditions."
The lawyers said Lindh had
been held incommunicado for
eight days, provided minimal food
and medical attention for a gunshot or shrapnel wound and was
kept inside a metal container
during severely cold weather

Tired of arriving to campus early to look for parking?
Save your energy for class and ride VTA to SJSU.
Avoid the parking hassle by taking
advantage of your Transit Access Pass.
It’s valid on all VTA Light Rail, Bus and
eligible Paratransit services.

14,

sure how to ride VTA to SJSU?
Contact the A.S. Transportation Solutions
Program for a trip plan, they’re located in
the A S. Business office. You can also visit
them on-line at as. sjsu.edu/tsp or call
(408) 924 -RIDE.
Not

VTA Service Information.
24 -hour telephone information
(408) 321-2300
Hearing Impaired (TDD only)
(408) 321-2330
www.vta.org
Aril
TA, Valls’yiro’n’spo"rt’ation Authority
NI I , a ovry trip von taA,
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No.3 takes the court for the final time
Former Spartan
Tariq AbdulWahad has
number retired
By Marcus R. Fuller
SPECIAL TO THE DAILY
There was a sense of instant
recognition when a 6-foot-6-inch,
225-pound figure with a thick goatee and a black suit strolled onto
the Event Center floor on Saturday night everyone in attendance began clapping profusely.
Five years ago, an All-American basketball player from France
led San Jose State University to a
NCAA tournament berth.
On Saturday, a guard for the
Denver Nuggets watched his No.
3 jersey rise up to the rafters,
even higher then he once soared
in blue and gold.
Although he is now known as
Tariq Abdul-Wahad, he still
acknowledged the hundreds of
grateful Spartan fans that rose to
their feet when the name "Olivier
Saint-Jean" resonated through
the arena’s speakers one last
time.
SJSU Athletic Director Chuck
Bell, who handed Abdul-Wahad a
framed replica of his retired jersey during halftime of the men’s
basketball pme, said that his
being honored was inevitable.
"Certainly he’s the most talented player here in recent history,"
Bell said of the second basketball
player to be honored since the
school’s all-time scoring leader
Ricky Berry. "We haven’t had
many players that have gone on
to play pro sports in basketball."
While the fans recall his athletic feats as a Spartan, t,he 5-year
NBA veteran said he has fond
memories that go beyond the court.
"We won here, that’s all I can
remember. We went to the NCAA
tournament and played Kentucky.
We had a really good team,"
Abdul-Wahad said. "But more
important than that ... I loved the
experience at San Jose St,ate. It’s
filled with people; students that
have jobs, have families and that
are still getting their education.
It’s full of people who are mature
in their approach to life."

wanted to sign with the University of North Carolina, but the day
before he was going to commit,
former Tar Heel head coach Dean
Smith got a call from another
blue-chipper named Rasheed Wallace, who now plays with the Portland Trailblazers.
Going with the second school
on his list, Michigan, is a decision
Abdul-Wahad said he regretted.
"It was too big of a school for
me. I had so much to learn. After
a year I realized it wasn’t the
right place."
The opportunity for a professional career in his native France
was there, but Abdul-Wahad was
set on living his version of the
"American Dream," which was to
play basketball and attend school
simultaneously, something he
couldn’t do back home.
Having been recruited by the
top schools in the U.S. as a teenager, he could have chosen to play
for any Division I team in the
country. Instead he chose to join a
Spartan squad that had an overall record of 4-23 in 1995.

The reunion

The presence of Keith Moss, an
SJSU assistant coach under Stan
Morrison for three years, was a
major reason the Spartans landed
arguably the best basketball
prospect to come out of France.
Before San Antonio Spurs
rookie sensation Tony Parker,
there was Olivier Saint-Jean.
"He knew he had to develop his
skills. He knew he had to go to a
place where someone was going to
Chris Preovolos / Daily Stoll
cormnit to him," said Moss, who
first met Abdul-Wahad while
coaching at the Adidas ABCD San Jose State University Athletic Director Chuck Bell, right, day’s men’s basketball with Boise State, Abdul-Wahad had his numcamp at UC Irvine in 1992. "We presents former Spartan basketball player Olivier St. John (now Tariq ber retired. He is the second Spartan behind Ricky Berry to recieve
met by chance and just kind of Abdul-Wahad) with his mounted replica jersey. At halftime of Satur- the honor.
clicked."
wri after the carno that enter the NBA draft early.
major difference between scoring him frnm playing a full season.
Abdul-Wahad became a hot com"The NBA was obviously some- in college and in the pros.
First he had a wrist injury that
modity in recruiting circles.
thing that I was thinking about
"The NBA is a whole different needed surgery, then a throat
"He finished top 15 in a camp and Keith Moss told me I was story. I still think I’m capable of infection that put him in the hosthat featured the best players in ready," Abdul-Wahad said. "He scoring, but I still have a lot of pital. Last Friday he had knee
the nation, players like Antonio took‘me to the Chicago pre-draft work to do. Obviously, rm not surgery.
McDyess (current Nuggets team- camp after my junior year."
"He hasn’t seen the progress in
nearly as mature as some other
mate) and Felipe Lopez (Minnesoplayers so I play whatever the his game that you would have
ta Timbenvolves). At that time I
liked to see: Moss said. "It’s been
role they want me to play."
A slow transition
was the only one he knew in
Being a scoring machine in col- an uphill battle, but I still expect
America."
lege
brought
him
notoriety,
but
good
things from him. Now that
When Sacramento selected
It was evident Abdul-Wahad
Abdul-Wahad said he learned he’s healthy he should get over
Abdul-Wahad
as
-the
1
lth
pick
in
possessed incredible athletic abilthat scoring isn’t the only way to the.hump."
ity, which he inherited from his the 1997 NBA draft, he became gain recognition and playing time.
the
first
French-born
player
to
be
Baseball
mother, George Goudet, a former
"Believe it or not, to stop a man
chosen in the first round.
Home away from home
French-pro basketball player.
Wednesday at UC Berkeis
much
harder
than
to
score
in
The USA Today draft profile on
But he lacked a myriad of basic
the NBA,’’ he said. People in the
ley, Evans Diamond, 2 p.m.
Five months after Abdulfundamentals needed to excel at Abdul-Wahad said that he was business, they kncnv."
Friday vs. Cal Poly at
Wahad was drafted into the NBA
the collegiate level, and that’s the best player at the pre-draft
Development has been slow for in June, he decided to change his
camp but mentioned a need for
Municipal Stadium, 2:30 p.m.
where Moss’ expertise came in.
Learning the game
Abdul-Wahad
since
entering
the
"At Michigan he was a ’4’ man him to improve guard skills to league, largely because of his con- name after converting to Islam.
Saturday vs. Cal Poly at
He said everyone accepted his
Abdul-Wahad’s growth as a (power forward), but we turned cOmplement his "stellar leiaping stant movement. From Michigan
Blethen Field, 1 p.m.
new identity with an open mind.
basketball player bepn at SJSU him into a wing," Moss said. "We ability."
Sunday vs. Cal Poly at
After five years in the league, to the Nuggets, he has had seven
"Everybody took it well. I was
after he transferred from the Uni- worked on his confidence in ball
coaches
in
8
years
of
competition,
Municipal Stadium, 1 p.m.
fellow
1997 lottery picks, Tim
still at San Jose State at the time
handling and shooting and he
versity of Michigan in 1994.
including two in both Sacramento so it was nothing new. It was more
A year playing in front of thou- wound up being the leading scor- Duncan (No. 1 overall) and Tracy and Denver.
Softball
of a statement that I was trying to
sands of flamboyant Wolverine er in a conference that included McGrady (No. 9) blossomed into
Orlando Magic head coach Doc make it, especially in France.
Wednesday
at San
fans was too much for the young current NBA players Keith Van superstars.
Abdul-Wahad was shipped to Rivers had the biggest impact on There’s a history of successful
French transplant. Especially Horn, Kenny Thomas, Charles
Francisco State, 1 p.m.
him before he was traded, Abdul- Muslim athletes in America, but
three
teams
(Sacramento,
Orlansince most of the cheering was for Smith and Andre Miller."
Wahad said. He had his best stint
A new and improved Abdul- do, Denver) in his first three sea- as a professional, averaging 12 not in France."
members of the heralded "Fab
Men’s basketball
sons.
He
even
has
been
labeled
a
Abdul-Wahad said he considFive: Juwan Howard, Jalen Rose, Wahad helped the Spartans
points and five rebounds per ers San Jose to be his home away
Thursday
at Louisiana
defensive
specialist,
which
surJimmy King and Ray Jackson. rebound from an 0-5 start to a Big
game in 46 games.
Moss.
from France. He met his wife,
Tech, 6 p.m.
Chris Webber, an All-Star with West Conference tournament prised
"As
much
as
I
take
the
credit,
I
"He was never a defensive
Khadijah, at SJSU and has a resSaturday at Southem
the Sacramento Kinp, left for the championship and the school’s
give (Rivers) a lot of credit
first NCAA tournament appear- player at SJSU," he said. "But he’s because he worked with us and idence in Willow Glen.
NBA the year before.
Methodist University, 5:35 p.m.
a
smart
guy.
He’s
real
proud
and
Olivier
Saint-Jean
will
never
ance
in
16
years.
That
sophomore
"I didn’t really think it was going
he wanted to make his statement. was extremely patient: Abdul- set foot on the Event Center floor
to be that much attention," Abdul- year, he led the team in scoring He didn’t want to be known as a Wahad said.
and No. 3 will never be worn in
Women’s basketball
with
17
points
per
game
during
Wahad said about his freshman
Financial stability finally came Spartan blue and gold for the
bust. He wanted to prove that he
Thursday at Southern
season. "No professional French the season and increased his out- belonged."
when
Abdul-Wahad
signed
a
men’s basketball t,eam ever again,
Methodist
University, 4 p.m.
player ever played in front of 15,000 put to nearly 24 points per game
seven-year
deal
worth
$43
million
His career average of 8.6 points
but Abdul-Wahad said he still
during the postseason.
Saturday at Louisiana Tech,
every week. It was a different
Moss said he evaluated his star per contest was a far cry from his last year, making him one of the sees a future for himself at SJSU.
world. It was a tough adjustment."
noon.
"I want to be an art-history
player’s improvement after the 23.8 scoring average during his highest-paid pro athletes from
Michigan wasn’t his initial tournament and irrunediately felt last year as a Spartan.
France. Freak injuries and ill- teacher here," he said. "I think it
choice out nf high school. He Abdul-WM-lad had the talent to
Ahdid-Wahad said there’s a nes.ses, however. have prevented would he a perfect fit "
Friday vs. Cal -State
Fullerton, Los Gatos Racquet
Club, 2 p.m.

SPARTAN
OUTLOOK

Rank

Softball team off to rough start; Rogelstad earns WAC honors
DAILY STAFF REPORT

The San Jose State University softball team opened the
2002 season at 0-5 after a slew
of weekend losses at the Early
Bird Classic, hosted by Cal State Northridge.
The host Matadors edged the
Spartans in Saturday’s opening
game, 3-2, as Sondra Milchiker
singled home Jade Abel in the
bottom of the sixth inning for
the go ahead run.
SJSU got both of its runs in
the bottom of the first when
Miranda Gonzales hit a two-run
home run to left field off Matador
starter Summer Richardson, the
hit also scored Jana Arde.
San Diego State University
blanked the Spartans in the
day’s second game, 3-0.
SJSU fell to Long Beach
State University in the nightcap, 5-2.
Stefanie McMinn singled
home Becca Baldridge in the
fourth inning to put the Spartans up 1-0.
However, the 49ers countered
with three runs in the top of the
fifth and two more in the top of
the sixth.

SPARTANRounc
Arde scored in the bottom of
the seventh inning after SJSU
loaded the bases and Veronica
Ramos reached on a fielder’s
choice.
The No. 9 ranked University
of Washington shelled SJSU in
Sunday’s opening game, 9-1.
Huskie starter Ashley Boek
one-hit the Spartans in the five
inning shortened game.
The Spartans lone run came
in the top of the first as Arde,
who led off the game with a
walk, scored two batters later
on an error from Washington
catcher Amy Hanson.
UCLA shut out the Spartans,

U

3-0, in the tournament’s final
game.
SJSU is scheduled to return
to action today when they travel to San Francisco State University for a 1 pm cnntest

Rogelstad recognized
The Western Athletic Conference office announced Monday

Asthma?
Do you

BUY 1 GET

1 for 490

Do you s...uit
1,, kiil
Llgc
about the condition and its treatment’
People with asthma ore needed to
participate in revearch
moo,o-r% rompencotion Hp 10
$400 ()0

Try our party platters!.
Right across from campus
6

.

itrot felf’d

AllawaadAathmcisscstatss
Rassirsh_tratsr
Mete call: (4011)55.1.0709 ext. 237

head coach Sam Piraro. "He had
excellent command of his pitch es and his velocity was up on his
fastball. He was efficient like a
surgeon."
Even though he pitched well,
Rogelstad strained his left foot.
Piraro said he is questionable
for this weekend’s series
against Cal Poly San Luis Obispo.
Rogelstad was named WAC
Pitcher of the Week twice last
season.
SJSU is scheduled to play at
Evans Diamind at UC Berkeley
today. First pitch is slated for 2
p.m.

Gymnastics
Friday vs. Boise State,
Seattle Pacific at Spartan
Gym, 7:30 p.m.
Water Polo
Saturday at the Stanford
Tournament

Swimming / Diving
Saturday vs. Fresno State
at the Aquatic Center. 1 p.m.

need t-shirts?

Do you have
A
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that SJSU righthander Jeremy
Rogelstad was named WAC
Pitcher of the Week for the week
ending Feb. 3.
Rogelstad pitched eight
shutout innings and gave up
four hits and one walk during
Friday’s 9-1 win against St.
Mary’s College.
Rogelstad, a 6-foot-7 -inch
senior from Benicia, Calif., did
not allow more than one base
runner in any inning during the
season opener.
"I was very impressed with
his outing. Usually pitchers this
early in the season don’t go
eight innings," said Spartan

Be an Angel...
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If you are 21-30 years old,
healthy, bright & responsibi
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Saudi official says 15 of 19
plane hijackers were citizens

Building trust . . .

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (AP) Saudi Arabia acknowledged for
the first time on Wednesday that
15 of the 19 hijackers in the
attacks on the World Trade Center
and Pentagon were Saudi citizens.
"The names that we got confirmed that," Interior Minister
Prince Nayef said in an interview
with The Associated Press. "Their
families have been notified."
Previously, Saudi Arabia had
said the citizenship of the 15
hijackers was in doubt despite
U.S. insistence they were Saudis.
Osama bin Laden - the chief
suspect in the Sept. 11 attacics
the killed more than 3,000 people
- was Saudi born but stripped of
his citizenship in 1994.
Asked if he had information
on whether bin Laden was dead
or alive, Nayef said: "We have no
information and we have no
interest in this subject."

Nayef also said the lcingdom
has detained about 30 people
since the attacks, based on lists
provided by the United States.
Some have been released.
Nayef said the men still in
detention "have been influenced
by bin Laden’s thinking."
’It’s possible that we will find
among them members of the (alQaida) organization," he added.
"But so far we haven’t found anything."
Nayef said the Saudi leadership was shocked to learn 15 of
the hijackers were from Saudi
Arabia and said it was natural
that the kingdom had not noticed
their involvement beforehand.
"How can I place the name of a
Saudi on a blacklist when I have
nothing to justify the action? The
Saudis are free to travel wherever they like."
"If we had known they were

going to do what they had done,
we would have stopped them," he
said.
"I believe they were taken
advantage of in the name of religion and regarding certain issues
pertaining to the Arab nation,
especially the issue of Palestine,"
said Nayef
Nayef said the oil-rich kingdown bears no responsibility for
the actions of the hijackers.
"This is the truth ... and I defy
anyone to prove it," he added.
The prince said there was no
evidence so far of al-Qaida cells
operating in Saudi Arabia, but
added:
‘There may be a limited number of people that we don’t know
about."
He promised "no mercy" for
any al-Qaida radicals discovered
"just as we showed no mercy
before Sept. 11."

Nevada sports books post low Super Bowl win

Akihin) hitatstiya / Daily Staff
Matt Steban, left, and Juan Escobar participate in a trust building exerCise for their beginning
acting class.
re

LAS VEGAS (AP) - More than
$71.5 million was wagered in
Nevada’s 151 sports books on this
year’s Super Bowl, but little of it
stayed there.
Sports books operators kept
only $3.30 for every $100 wagered.
The 3.3 percent hold was the lowest percentage since 1998.
"Unaudited figures show a
sports book win of $2,331,607
was recorded on wagers totaling
$71,513,304," state Gaming Control Board chairman Dennis Neilander said Tuesday.
Despite more money being bet
compared with 2001, this year’s
sports books’ win was way down
as the New England Patriots

upset the St. Louis Rams.
Last year, sports books kept
more than $11 million out of the
$67.6 million wagered.
In 2001, sports book operators
kept $16.30 for every $100
wagered, giving them their highest win total and percentage
since the state began recordkeeping in 1991.
The most money ever bet in
Nevada on a Super Bowl was in
1998, when gamblers wagered
about $77.2 million in legal
books. But it was not a lucky
game for bookmakers, who kept
just $472,033, a 0.6 percent win.
Bookmakers lost $396,673 minus 0.6 percent - in 1995, the
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DELIVERY DRIVER:,
no claim for products
Party rental business.
or services advertised below
Perfect for Students,
nor is there any guarantee
Earn $250 eve weekend’
implied. The classified
Must
have reliable truck or van.
of
the
Spartan
Daily
columns
Heavy lifting is required
consist of paid advertising
408-292-7876
and otferings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper
POLL WORKERS -Santa Clara
County
Registrar of Voters
Poll workers needed for the Mar
EMPLOYMENT
5th election. Compensation is
$85-$115/day. Contact William
Tran at 408-299-2494 x 2787, ernai
William Tran@rov.co scloa us.
CASHIERS NEEDED Full or
Part-Time Flexible hours. nduding GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
eves & weekends 4th & Santa help needed for small exclusive
Clara Chevron. 408-295-3964 shop and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat.
Must be reliable, honest. able to
or fax resume 408-295-4659.
do physical work. Prefer exp
COLD STONE CREAMERY, at working w/ dogs. but will train.
the Pruneyard in Campbell. is Great oppty for dog lover. Can
looking for quality peOple. FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Individuals interested in audi- Ca11371-9115.
tioning for a role in our store,
must be willing to work in a HOUSE DIRECTOR NEEDED!!
team ennomment, which is fun Free Rent. Females Only. pease.
and very fast paced. Daily tasks Call Sara G 831-634-1341 for
include delivering the Ultimate further information.
Ice Cream Experience, custom
making the world’s greatest FULL-TIME OR PART-TIME
product for each customer. a good Bartender can eam up to
make fresh made waffle cones. 51000 per week We’ll make
brownies and tips! That’s right, you a great Bartender! Call
TIPS! Our average crew mem- (800) 670-9048
ber makes between $2 and $5
dollars extra every hour on top $35-$85/HR1 Wear COstuMe
of his or her base salary events 4 kids, SBay «SF FUN, Must
Interested??? Call Bryce at have car. be avail wields. No e/g3
req’d WM train. Cal 831-457-8166
408-559-1120.
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
is now hiring servers & greeters
F ir arbe s rosin sbaent wpeeednr 0 2s-it ,
ufnl
MARKETING REP - ON CALL
Film Advertising Place movie
posters in stores $10/hr
bonuses Need Car Bilingual
Span/Eng (800) 852-6250
For Part -Time and
Full -Time Positions. call
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
Staffing Sdicon Valley since 1983
nide jobs in local companies
Students/grads/career change
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
Phone: (650) 320-9698
Fax: (650) 320-9688
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
"PLAYMATE /BABYSITTERImmediate Opening. Part -Time
Work with 7 yr old boy in Los
Gatos. You should be Athletic,
Fun, Creative & Absolutely
Love Children. References
w/kids req’d. Must Drive.
Excellent Salary. Every Friday
3pm to ? Plus occasional
Saturdays and Sundays. Call
408-888-5449

5.12"201,1tVg:Mill

feeder to specifec telephone
numbers or addresses for
information.
additional
Classified reiders should be
reminded that. when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all forms
offering employment listings
es coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise

THEATER AND DANCE
Instrootors tor Utiddren
Theater training provided.
1-10 hours week Must have
car Good Pay. Must have
experience working with
children ECE units a plus
Call Carol 408/265-5096

only y ear bettors beat the bookmakers, state records show.
This year’s 20-17 victory by
Patriots took oddsmakers by surprise.
Although the Rams were the
early favorite, many gamblers
favored the Patriots as 14-point
underdogs over the weekend
when most of the Super Bowl
money is bet.
"Any time the underdog wins
the game straight up, more players did well than not," said
Bally’s-Paris Las Vegas Race and
Sports Book director John Avello,
adding that the money line
opened up paying 5-1 on the
Patriots.

classified @ jmc.sjsu.ed u

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/Nannies

Call 408-283-9200
: ,
HEMJH/BEMITY
RENTALHOUSING
SFWIEDHOUSING
intervtew.Or fax your resume
to 408-283-9201.
1 RM IN 3 BDRM HOME $550 1 BDRM COTTAGE on N. 9th St. PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Avail 2/1/02. 1 1/2 bath, digital No smokers or pets Avail Mar Call Birthright, 408-241-8444 or
cable. own phoneline. Camden/ 1st $850/mo Call Ed 297-3532 800-550-4900 Free/Confidential
-PLAYMATE /BABYSITTEREMPLOYMENT
Branham area of SJ Near hwys
Immediate Opening, Part-Time
87, 85, 17. 280. Near VTA bus &
Work with 7 yr old boy in Los Education/Schools
It
rail stations, Must like dogs &
Gatos. You should be Athletic,
cats NS. Call 408-266-1241.
Fun, Creative & Absolutely
BICYCLE MESSENGERS
TEACHERS, SUBS
Looking for your not so traditional Love Children. References
and
NEED A ROOMMATE?
bike messengers. You don’t w/kids req’d. Must Drive.
RECREATION LEADERS
Advertise in the Spartan Daily
need experience we’ll train you. Excellent Salary. Every Friday Enjoy working with kids? Join
CLASSIFIEDS!
3pm
to
?
Plus
occasional
You will need a bike, lock,
the team at Small World
helmet & common sense. All Saturdays and Sundays. Call Schools, get great experience
ACROSS
408-888-5449
welcome to appy for this fun.
WORKING WITH CHILDREN WORDPROCESSING
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
1 Fly traps
flexible, outdoors job. Apply in
AGES 5-12 years in our before
CHILD
CARE/NANNY
PT
8
FT
5 Manner
PROFESSIONAL
person at Inner City Express
Established
Los
Gatos
agency
10
Favor,
oid-style
comm
mum am
WORD
PROCESSING
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.
SMALL WORLD ’SCHOOLS
seeks warm. caring students offers competitve pay, health Have your theses, term papers, 14 Sword handle
Cross street te N First.
0131111312
11101311151 VILMA
for part and full time
15
Handed
over
benefits for 30 + hrs, excellent group projects, etc. professionnanny positions.
OP11111BIA ESE1011110 DORI
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
training. and a fun work environ- ally typed. APA a specialty. 16 Syllogism word
We
list
only
the
best
jobs!
17
Sandwich
cookie
000E10 PIREIMEI
Local valet company in search
ment. We can often offer flexible Experienced & dependable.
of enthusiastic and energetic Hours flexible around school hours around your school Almaden/Branham area. Call 18 Bristles with
CIIIIIZIONN
IMICICIP113C1
from 15 hrs/wk to full time.
individuals to work at nearby
schedule. This is a great job Linda for an appointment at 19 Shortening
131B121J[10
130113Egliii
$15-$18/HR
20 VVhimpers
(408) 264-4504.
malls, hotels & private events.
for both men and women.
MIAOW!
CUM
n Puffed-up dishes
mug RIENCEI
Eigra
room
FT/PT available. We will work STANFORD PARK NANNIES Call 408-283-9200. ext. 10 or
408-395-3043
24 Loosen
around your busy school
fax resume to 408-283-9201.
TRAVEL
corn
spoarinies
EIUMO
WOOOM
0200
www
27 Next-door
schedule. Must have clean
You will need at least 6 units In
GJOIREIR 131:1011110111
DMV. Lots of fun 8 eam good
ECE, recreation. music. dance. 41 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS! 28 Renown
Ell2CIPIPINCII
money. Call 867-7275.
IZICIIMICIlil
art, phys ed, human services, Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas, & 32 Kind of vinegar
EMPLOYMENT
CIIIIIIIItilla E16101110
social welfare, nursing. sociology, Flonda Best Parties. Best Hotels. 36 Red
COMPUTER. INTERNET People Recreation
psychology, home economics, Best Prices! Group Discounts, 37 Aerie builder
DOM DOMED OOMUM
39 - cotta
Wanted. Up to $25-575/hr .
or elementary education
@OE 11100MB
Group organizers travel free! 40 Director PreMinger mow
maim MOOMU
PT/FT. Free booklet
is
limited!
Hurry
Space
up
&
SUBSTITUTE
42
Reward
for
800-437-9165. 24 hr rec
INSTFIUCTIONAL AIDES
Book Now! 1-800-234-7007
RECREATION LEADERS
bravery
www.LiveLifeFully corn
Special Ed & Regular Class.
2 , 02
e 2002 L61i106 F1)116.011 Syndicate Mc
Join the SMAtL WORLD $10,86-$15.43/hr Saratoga Sch www endlesssummertours com 44 Not float
45 Fragment
3 Spouted, as a
34 A Muppet
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY SCHOOLS team as a Substitute Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info
CANCUN
Teacher/
Rec
Leader & enjoy the & application Immediate Need
47 New Jersey
whale
35 Did a fall
Student Friendly - Will Train
SPRING BREAK VACATIONS
4 Evening wraps
chore
hockey player
All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus flexibility you need. Small World
7 Nights / Air / Hotel Transfers 49 Recline
Schools is looking for students
5 Pvt ’s boss
38 Gutter sites
408-247-4827
FROM: $670.00 per person’
wanting to work with children in
TELEMARKETING /BIZ DEV
41 Stop signs
50 Types
6 Stalemate
SERVICES
*based on quad occupancy 51 Kicked back
our before and after school care
B2B software dev services,
7 Actor Montand
43 Beat soundly
OPPORTUNMES programs As a substitute you New Smile Choice Dental Plan plus $85.00 US & Mexico Tax. 53 Physiast’s
PT/FT Some mktg research.
46 This. to Jose
8 Bummer of a
Study
Air
Fare via Mexicana Air Lines 56 Thumb through
can choose which days you’re (includes cosmetic) 569 00 per
Comm 8 mktg majors invited.
car
48 ’Daily Planet’
Requires idnt comm 8 phone FULL-TIME OR PART-TIME available for work The only year Save 30% - 60% For info Call 1-800-223-1815,
reporter Lane
9 Occur subse57 Good jumper
Ca seller of travel *2054582 61 Refine
call 1-800-655-3225 or
skills. good PC s/w skills a good Bartender can earn up to requirement is your desire
quently
52 Exempt
Mexico
Value
Priced
We’ll
make
IVP
Travel
$1000
per
week
or
com
to
work
www.studentdental
with children ages
$10-$13/hr+incentive+comm.
54 Killer whales
65 Toast topper
10 Steeples
Vacations
11 Tyne of surnery 55 Scrounge
www softwarequality.com you a great Bartender! Call 6 through 12 years in a fun www.goldenwestdental com
66 Beach
(800) 670-9048
408-452-9900
recreation type atmosphere.
12 People
57 Cosmetic buy
69 Western state
70 Rhino’s defense
58 Lotion
devourer
ingredient
13 Gets sleepy
71 Pangs
59 Rome’s fiddler
21 Overfeed
72 Identify
60 Waikiki setting
23 Proven thing
73 Some August
62 incoming-plan
25 Land of Anna’s
people
FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALI. 408-924-3277
King
stets
74 Open. as oysters
26 Urged on
63 Home
75 All-sports channei
furnishing
up
Shores
28
Flysdo .6n6s3) iscis61 bid i
64 Later on
29 Math term
DOWN
67 Dry. as wine
30 Go right in
1 Often -misused
31 Born fi s-t
68 ’Naughty
pronoun
naugh y!’
tool
33 Dentist’s
2 Limerick locale
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40 + consecutive issues receive 20% off
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Local Mos apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per
ad charge of $3 per word
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Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
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Tobacco company urges government to allow ads saying
smokeless products are safer for people than cigarettes
WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S.
Smokeless Tobacco Co. is asking
the government to allow it to run
advertisements saying smokeless
products, such as snuff, are safer
than cigarettes.
The company asked the Federal
Trade Commission in a letter Tues.
day to issue MI opinion supporting
ads that discuss ’the harm reduction

that a growing number of public
health advocates believe can result
from switching from cigarettes to
smokeless tobacco products.’
The U.S. surgeon general issued
a report in 1986 saying smokeless
tobacco products can cause cancer.
Congress subsequently passed a
law stating that such products
must be sold with health warnings.

But in its letter, which was
obtained by The Associated Press,
the company said dozens of scientific publications have asserted
that smokeless tobacco is less
harmful than cigarettes.
It said providing that information
to consumers would help them
’make better educated choices about
the tobacco products they use."

Calls to the companyi subsidiary of Greenwich, Conn. -based
UST Inc., and the trade commission
were not immediately returned.
The job of the FTC is to prevent
false and deceptive advertising. The
company said the ’types of information it proposes to communicate in
advertising are truthful, non-misleading and substantiated."

Former FTC official Matt Meyers, who now heads the Campaign
for Tobacco-Free Kids, said the
commission should not grant the
company’s request.
He said the new ads might lure
nonsmokers into trying smokeless
products and might prevent people
from kicking the tobacco habit
altogether.

Incip slot
AsTdciated Students
Transportation Solutions

don’t get
caught up in
traffic and
parking lots!

u

"What UST is looking to do is use
the Federal Trade Commission as a
tool in its effort to expand the number of people who use smokeless
tobacco products," Meyers said.
U.S. Smokeless Tobacco Co. is
the world’s largest manufacturer of
moist snuff, which is shredded
tobacco that users place between
their lip and pun.

Tik

Transit Access
Program
Free for SJSU students
Unlimited access to VTA bus
and light rail services with
validated Tower Card ID
Service for faculty and staff:
$25/ 6 months
Free ADA paratransit service

think
alternatives

SJSU Carpool

For info, call

Share driving
Make new friends
Preferred parking at 7th St.
Garage
Carpool match with SJSU
students, faculty and staff

(408) 924 RIDE
or send email to

tsp@as.sjsu.edu
or visit us at

as.sjsu.eduitsp

Bicycle
Enclosures

and our Center on the
main floor of the
Student Union
9:00 am to 4:30 pm
BAY AREA
AIR QUALITY

Funded by:
TRANSPORTATION
FUND FOR
CLEAN

linem.s.me..aes.ammeedearesallileadiandliadelelebiliademelormodeeededue............

Five locations on campus
Guaranteed free parking
space
Added security for your bike
Exercise by biking to SJSU
Get access key at
Transportation Solutions
Center
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